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BACKGROUND:

Overall, the number of arrivals by boat to Europe has already passed the 219,000 figure of 
2014 numbers with the UNHCR reporting that a total of 264,500 have reached Europe by boat 
so far this year. The largest number has come via Greece (158,456) then Italy (104.000) with 
smaller numbers arriving in Spain (1,953) and Malta (94). 

According to the IOM the majority of arrivals to Greece are from Syria, Afghanistan and Iraq 
whilst the biggest numbers arriving in Italy are from Eritrea, followed by Nigeria, Somalia, 
Sudan, Syria, Gambia and Bangladesh. 

Key messages 



Search and rescue resources must be adequately allocated for as long as the need 
remains: While search and rescue resources have been significantly increased, there have 
been periods where there were fewer boats available to carry out rescues. MSF’s rescue boats 
have subsequently been particularly needed because they are actively patrolling in the zone in 
the international waters close to Libya where most incidents occur. MSF continues to call for 
member states to ensure adequate resources are allocated as long as necessary to search and 
rescue operations. We continue to stress the importance of active patrolling in the most at risk 
zones, as close as possible to the Libyan coast. 

Push factors: The biggest displacement of people since the Second World War is being fuelled 
by considerable push factors that force people from their homes. From the increasingly brutal 
war in Syria, to the difficulty of life under an oppressive dictatorship in Eritrea, everyone we 
meet has a very strong reason for fleeing their country.  We see these considerable push 
factors first hand in the countries in which we work. Many tell us that they didn’t want to leave 
their homes, but did so because they had no other choice – they were fleeing for their lives. 

People need safe and legal ways for people to seek asylum and migrate: There are very 
few safe, legal channels people can take to reach protection, safety and a better life. With 
Europe’s land borders sealed, this forces people into the hands of smugglers and into leaky, 
overcrowded boats. Even before this point, many have contended with long, risky journeys 
over land and life threatening conditions in countries such as Libya. However, search and 
rescue is not a long-term solution – people will continue to risk their lives in the hands of 
smugglers as long as there are no safe alternatives. 

Europe’s restrictive policies mean that we put some of the world’s most vulnerable people in 
more danger, causing more suffering, as they try to bring themselves, and their families, to 
safety.  European (and transit countries) have the responsibility to ensure their policies 
guarantee the right to seek asylum and respect human dignity. 

The need for improved reception conditions: As there are no safe and legal routes for 
people to enter Europe, most have no choice but to use the maritime routes through Italy and 
Greece. Reception systems in these countries have many shortcomings and remain woefully 
under-prepared to humanely treat the people arriving at their borders. MSF calls for proper 
and humane reception to be urgently organized at arrival points in Greece and Italy: including 
shelter, food, water, sanitation, medical and mental health care and access to asylum 
procedures. In Greece in particular, the situation is critical, with thousands of people scattered 
in different islands of the Aegean Sea, without any facilities to receive them. 

European countries are only accepting a small share of the total number of displaced: 
Most of the world’s displaced people live elsewhere in their home countries or in those that 
surround it, relatively few are granted asylum elsewhere. For example, twelve million Syrians 
have been displaced by the ongoing conflict. Eight million have fled to other parts of Syria. 
Four million live as refugees in the countries that surround Syria – many of these countries are 
now overwhelmed (one in four people living in Lebanon are now Syrian refugees). Only a 
quarter of a million people have made it to Europe – that is less than 2% of the total number of 
those displaced. It is more than time for European countries to adopt more humane and 
asylum policies. 

MSF @ SEA OPERATIONS 

MY Phoenix: MSF has a team of six people providing post rescue care on board the 
Phoenix,  a search and rescue vessel run by MOAS (Migrant Offshore Aid Station) but 
funded 50% by MSF. The MY Phoenix launched on 2 May.  The medical care available 
ranges from primary care right through to resuscitation and advanced life support.

Bourbon Argos: MSF launched an additional ship on 9 May to carry out search and rescue 
operations in the Mediterranean Sea. The ship has 26 people on board (of which 14 are MSF 
staff), including an experienced search and rescue team as well as MSF medical staff, watsans, 
logs etc. The Bourbon Argos has the capacity to carry up to 700 rescued people to land.



Dignity I: Launched on 13 June, Dignity I has a crew of 18 people, which includes medical 
staff.  The 50 metre-long vessel left the port of Barcelona on 13 June and has the capacity to 
carry 300 people to land. 

BY 19 AUGUST THE THREE BOATS HAD ASSISTED 
11,482 PEOPLE

More information, including nationalities and medical conditions (when available) can be 
access through the attached excel sheet.

Please do not attempt to calculate or publically communicate the percentage of women 
and children as we do not have the complete demographics from some of the rescues 
meaning that the numbers just do not add up!

OCB BROADER MIGRATION PROJECTS:

ZARZIS (TUNISIA)

MSF is working with fisherman in Zarzis, Tunisia to offer training on safe body retrieval and 
search and rescue. Fishermen are often on the first line of the response when boats get into 
trouble near their fishing grounds and have been given life jackets and body bags as well as 
training to assist them in their efforts.

SICILY

MSF is working in the first reception centre in Pozzallo (Ragusa province, Sicily) in 
collaboration with the Local Ministry of Health to provide medical services to migrants, asylum 
seekers and refugees from the time they arrive and during their stay in the centre. MSF has 
also started to provide psychological first aid to survivors from traumatic events during the 
sea journey, for example those who have experienced shipwrecks. A team composed of 
cultural mediators and a psychologist are ready to be deployed to different landing ports in 
Italy within 72 hours after receiving the alerts. So far, the team has intervened at eight 
different landings, in the Italian ports of Palermo, Augusta, Pozzallo, Catania and Lampedusa 
with the aim to provide a first practical and material assistance, to alleviate the concerns and 
help the survivors to face the first moments immediately after landing. 
MSF also provides mental healthcare support to people living in reception centres in Ragusa 
province. During the first six months of 2015, the team met more than 300 people in group 
sessions, visited 210 people and provided psychological care to 100 asylum seekers, for a 
total of 530 consultations. Almost the majority of people who have benefited from 
psychological support have been through traumatic experiences related to their journey, 
including imprisonment, and physical and psychological violence. 
Between January and June 2015 the MSF team in Pozzallo has provided medical screenings to 
5815 people on arrival, before entering the primary reception center. 
GREECE

MSF is providing medical care and distributing relief items to refugees and migrants arriving 
in the Dodecanese Island as well as on Lesbos and the Idomeni border crossing to 
Macedonia. 
Since the beginning of this year, MSF teams in Greece have witnessed a huge increase of 
arrivals, with the January to July number increasing 750% on the same period last year (UNHCR 
figures). In July alone, more than 50,242 people arrived to Greece which is more than the total 
number of arrivals for all on 2014 (43,500). Last week alone, more than 21,000 men, women 
and children arrived in Greece which is nearly half of the last year’s total in just 7 days. The 
vast majority of arrivals to Greece are from Syria, Afghanistan and Iraq (82%, 14% and 3% last 
week respectively according to the UNHCR).
Kos and the Dodecanese
There is no reception system in place to deal with the number of arrivals. This has been 



particularly evident last week in Kos, when,  on 10 August, local authorities locked between 
1000-2000 Syrians (including women and children) inside the local stadium without food, 
water or sun protection in order to attempt to process the backlog of registration papers. The 
authorities used stun grenades, tear gas and fire hydrants to subdue the crowd who became 
agitated due to the conditions inside the stadium and a lack of communication from the 
authorities.
 Since early this week, the El. Venizelos ferry has been called to Kos and is now being used as 
floating registration point for Syrians, those arriving from other countries are still required to 
apply for registration at the local police station, with a waiting time of approximately 20 days. 
The MSF team is conducting vulnerability screenings to identify the most vulnerable groups 
like pregnant women and minors, and providing medical consultations, including psychosocial 
consultations across the island and the Captain Elias hotel, a dilapidated building where 
people are directed to stay while awaiting their registration papers.
From mid-March to 30 June 2015, MSF has carried out 2218 consultations and has distributed 
more than 9000 items of NFIs of relief items such as soaps, combs, toothbrushes and towels, 
out of which more than 2400 sleeping bags and survival blankets. They have also referred 55 
patients to Kos hospital. MSF has also started mobile clinics around the Dodecanese islands 
through a boat that will visit smaller island locations where people arrive from Turkey.
Lesbos
An MSF emergency response team has arrived in Lesbos - one of the two islands in Greece 
that actually has organised reception facilities, but where the system is on the edge of 
collapse. MSF is providing medical consultations, cleaning services and relief items and work 
on improving water and sanitation in the Kara Tepe and Moria camps.  MSF has already begun 
providing bus transportation so new arrivals do not need to walk the seventy kilometre 
distance from arrival points on the north coast to the registration centre in Mitilini.

Idomeni
In Idomeni, close to the border with FYROM (Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia), MSF is 
running mobile clinics and distributing relief items for those who first arrive in Greece and 
continue crossing the Balkans to go to northern Europe. From 3 April until 30 June, MSF has 
provided consultations to 1784 persons, referred 26 to hospital, mainly for wounds, and 
distributed relief items such as hygienic products, energy food, blankets and socks. 

Since October 2014 in Athens, and in collaboration with two Greek organisations, MSF has 
been providing rehabilitation for 110 victims of torture.  
SERBIA

Starting from late 2014, MSF has been running mobile clinics and distributing relief items to 
undocumented migrants, asylum seekers and refugees in Subotica near the Hungarian 
border.  The MSF team is also running mobile clinics in Belgrade where an increasing number 
of migrants are transiting. Medical activities have also started on 12 June in Presevo, a town 
near the border with FYROM).

A total of 2554 consultations have been carried out until 30 June in Serbia. The majority of the 
migrants are in transit to northern Europe and they face very poor living conditions and 
receive very limited assistance.

Daily live social media from on board all three boats are posted to Twitter at @MSF_Sea

KEY DATES AHEAD

September: OCB will release a report on migrants and refugees trying to seek protection and 
a better life in Europe, describing their obstacle course to seek asylum or migrate to the EU. 

November: EU and AU Conference on Migration in Malta

http://www.msf.org/greece
http://www.msf.org/greece



